
OPENING MEDITATION 
The opening meditation gives all of the women an opportunity to connect with one another and drop into a 

deep space for the shoot where they can benefit from the practices, be captured in their essence and 
vulnerability, and become acquainted with the work. Below you will find a transcript, and above you will find 

an audio version of the opening meditation.  
This will take about 10 - 15 mins of the shoot.   

Ideal Moments & Photos/Images To Capture: 
- Hands upon hands (up close and from a distance) - 

- Hands over womb and hearts (up close and from a distance) - 
- Women leaning forward to the Earth (giving reverence to the Earth) - 

KIDNEY & DU MAI 
The Du Mai and Kidney meditations include a variety of different motions on the ground. Please only do 

those movements if: you are INSIDE studios, have mats for the women outdoors, or are at the very end of 
the shoot, so women don’t mess up their outfits and their hair.  

The Du Mai and Kidney Meditation series is a 10 - 15 minute flow which you can extract movements and 
meditations from:  

1) The Du Mai Spinal Undulation  
2) The "Closing of the Lotus” Movement (feminine sarvasana: right hand over right ear, left hand over vulva, 

fetal position on right hand side) 
3) Rolling over into Child’s Pose 

4) Coming up into Seiza/Japanese style & warming the hands, rubbing the lower back and kidneys 
This will take about  10 - 15 mins of the shoot.   

Ideal Moments & Photos/Images To Capture: 
- Hands upon sacrum and hips/over Kidneys - 

- Women lying in “Closing the Lotus” - 
- Women lying down, heads and feet all one way, doing the Du Mai meridian movement - 

LIVER & DAI MAI 
Liver is all about focus, expansion, creativity, and rooting ourselves. The energy becomes quite powerful & 
primal through these motions, which can make it harder to shoot, so please pause, and lead gently to get 

the shots we need.  
The Liver and Dai Mai Meditation series is a 10 - 15 minute flow which you can extract movements and 

meditations from:  
1) The Liver Meditation; drawing light into the liver and feeling the liver 
2) Dai Mai Activation; “warming” the belt vessel/hip and spinal flexions  

3) The "Goddess Squat” (hands in prayer position and deep squat, reaching up to heaven, grounding 
through the big toes) 

5) Chi Gung Liver Practice; bringing the hands to the Liver, and down to the vagina and feet. 
5) Spiralling the Pearl Around the Dai Mai (Dragon Body) 

This will take about  10 - 15 mins of the shoot.   

Ideal Moments & Photos/Images To Capture: 
- Meditation in seiza with hands on Liver -  

- Seiza moving energy backwards and forwards in the spinal flexion - 
- Goddess Squat - 

- Chi Gung stance with: hands towards/on the Liver // pushing down to the Earth - 
- Hips moving in a circular motion - 



SPLEEN & CHONG MAI 
A large part of the spleen meditation is quiet and internal, so we will focus on the only movement (hand on 
the throat, swallowing down) and do it very slowly to capture it, pausing in moments. We will then do the 

Nine Flowers Chong Mai meditation. 
The Spleen and Chong Mai Meditation series is a 5-10 minute meditation flow which you can extract 

movements and meditations from:  
1) The Spleen Meditation; drawing light into the lips & mouth, and swallowing saliva down, storing in the 

solar plexus. 
2) The Chong Mai Nine Flowers 

This will take about 5-10 mins of the shoot.   

Ideal Moments & Photos/Images To Capture: 
- Holding the jaw, and infusing the saliva with golden energy -  

- Swallowing & tracing down the throat very slowly - 
- Hand on the solar plexus, storing energy here - 

- The Nine Flowers; close ups and group shots of all of the motions - 

LUNG & REN MAI 
The Lung and Ren Mai are quite still meditations, which are visually difficult to capture. Therefore, we will 

draw on other, more dynamic parts of the lung & ren mai sequences instead.  
The Lung and Ren Mai Meditation series is a 5-10 minute meditation flow which you can extract movements 

and meditations from:  
 1) The Lung Meditation 

 2) Stretching the Lung Meridian 
 3) Opening the Lung channel and ribs 

 2) The Ren Mai Release 
 This will take about  5-10 mins of the shoot.   

  
 Ideal Moments & Photos/Images To Capture: 

- All of the women holding out their arms to one side, with their thumb and forefinger pointing -  
 - Women in their chest opening poses - 

 - Hand on the solar plexus/ren mai, releasing the diaphragm - 

HEART & CHONG MAI 
The Heart and Chong Mai exercises are quite still, succinct meditations. We will do the slowly, ideally 

setting them up so women are in sync.  
The Heart & Chong Mai Meditation series is a 5-10 minute meditation flow which you can extract 

movements and meditations from:  
 1) The Heart Meditation 

 2) The Chong Mai/Cervix Clearing Meditation 
 This will take about  5-10 mins of the shoot.   

  
 Ideal Moments & Photos/Images To Capture: 

- All of the women rocking back and forth their with hands on their heart -  
 - Women moving around their abdomen, drawing energy and chi towards their cervix - 



Meditation Scripts 

*KIDNEY* 
Bring your hands around to your back - to your kidneys. Feel your kidneys blossoming golden light; feel the 
adrenal glands filling, glistening, balancing, and sending their golden light to support your heart. Feel your 
heart resting down and receiving from these golden tendrils of light. Feel your kidney’s golden light spilling 

down the ureter, to the bladder, and down the urethra - spilling golden light out of the urethra and all 
around the opening of the vaginal canal, grounding into the two glands on either side of the introitus, and 

into the perineum.  

*DU MAI* 
Place your feet flat on the floor, with your knees towards the ceiling. Place your hands on your ovaries, hips, 
or thighs. Breath in, and arch your hips and lower back forward; breath out, and flatten the back onto the 
floor. As you breathe in, envision a golden light coming through your base, and spilling into your pelvic 

bowl. As you breathe out, imagine this golden light releasing all through your body, and spilling into your 
spine. As you draw your breath in, feel this golden light pulling your hips and ovaries forward with a strong 
desire to be filled with this energy. As you release your breath allow the ground to support your emptying, 
and let all of this golden light fill your spine, your back, your head, flowing through your body like golden 

liquid.  

*LIVER* 
Take your hands and place them over your liver, and sense a golden light underneath your hands. Now 

envision another source of beautiful golden light before you, and on your inhale use your hands to guide 
golden light from this source into your liver. On your exhale, use your hands to push out any stagnant 

energy, guiding it with your hands and breath down your body, out of your vagina, and through the big 
toes. Envision this pure golden light clearing out any stagnation, or frustration along this channel; purifying 

your path, anchoring your desire, and grounding, rooting and directing your soul.   

*DAI MAI* 
Envision a glowing golden pearl on your skin, underneath your navel at the level of your cervix. Begin to 

spiral your hips to the left as though you are rolling the pearl around your body. As you circle this pearl over 
your skin, slowly feel you are spiralling it up around your waist, your sternum, your shoulders, your neck, 

your jaw, and above your head; illuminating your crown. Pause here and feel a connection to this protective 
light, before rolling your head to the right and bringing this spiralling movement and the pearl all the way 

down your body in the opposite direction; to underneath your feet. Feel your connection to the Earth 
through this protective pearl, before bringing it directly up your midline to rest at the base of your body or 

your cervix.    

*SPLEEN* 
Envision a golden light over your crown, pouring honey liquid gold down into your pineal gland, dripping 
into your mouth. See this light filling the saliva glands, as they purify and release saliva. Gather this golden 
elixir in your mouth and swallow it down, tracing your hands over your jaw, thyroid, and heart down to the 
centre of your body - your solar plexus. Receive this nourishing golden liquid into your whole solar plexus - 

stomach, spleen and pancreas. Now allow this beautiful energy to pour down from your centre into your 
womb, cervix, ovaries, and down the vaginal walls, eventually spilling all around the clitoris and the labia, 

nourishing the glands of the vagina. Allow the glands of your vagina and labia to secrete dew-like droplets; 
balancing, restoring, and releasing hidden tensions.  

*CHONG MAI* 
Envision a golden light over your crown, pouring honey liquid gold down into your pineal gland, slowly 

dripping down your throat, into your thyroid, and into your heart. See this light glowing and radiating out 
into your breasts. Take your hands and circle your breasts, feeling this golden light nourishing your nipples 



and connect to your ovaries through your nipples. Take your fingers down, in line with your nipples and 
ovaries, to underneath the ribs and circle this point on the edge of your ribs, feeling your adrenal glands 
balancing. Now move your fingers down this line to circle either side of your navel, feeling your pancreas 
and spleen balancing. Finally move your fingers over your ovaries, circling and massaging them. To end, 

bring your thumbs together over your womb, and place your forefingers above the clitoris.                      
*LUNG*  

See a curtain of golden light above you, and breathe it in directly through the solar plexus. Feel this golden 
breath being anchored downwards into your body through your ovaries, your womb, your vaginal canal, the 

clitoris, and the labia. Allow this breath and light to gather in your pelvic bowl, and overflow from the 
ovaries - spilling into the large intestines. See this golden light filling the large intestines completely, 

overflowing into the kidneys and the adrenal glands, and spreading into the base of your lungs, anchoring 
your the lungs down, pouring them full of this golden light, through your cycle of golden breath and desire. 

Feel as your lungs completely fill with golden breath; your chest, your heart, your breasts, and arms 
completely radiating, immersed in this loving golden energy.  

*REN MAI*  
See a curtain of golden light extending from above you, and begin to breath it in directly through the solar 
plexus. Feel your breath merging with this light, and that your golden breath is being pulled into your body 
in this place. Take your hands and place them over your solar plexus, upon your ribs, joining your fingers in 

the centre of your stomach, under your sternum. Feel any tension here, and begin to press down and 
massage underneath the ribs, slowly releasing the diaphragm, and allowing stagnant emotions and tensions 

to release with the pressure of your fingers and your breath. Work underneath the ribs until your breath 
feels clear and open, staying with a cycle of breathing in golden energy to this network of emotional 

channels, nerves and glands, and breathing out any heat and toxicity through the mouth.  

*HEART* 
Sitting with your legs crossed, place your right hand on your womb and your left hand over your heart, and 
breath into the connection between your womb and your heart. Sense golden energy rising around your 
cervix, and feel your heart glowing golden inside your chest. On your inhale, rock forward on your base, 

rolling your breath and extending light from your cervix up to your heart, growing golden energy out 
towards the ovaries and the breasts. On the exhale, rock backwards and allow golden light to move down 

the back of your heart, the back of your womb, and back into the cervix. Weave this beautiful golden 
thread, on the inhale expanding your light and drawing it up to the heart, on the exhale allowing it to pour 

down to your womb and cervix.    

*CHONG MAI* 
Sense your cervix in your pelvis by rocking your hips back and forth, feeling it’s nerves, it’s glands, and 

envisioning a beautiful golden radiance illuminating it. Sense the magnetic draw and power of your cervix, 
and take your hands to the right hand side of your pelvic bowl and draw lymph, energy and emotions in 

from the right hand side of your pelvis, towards the cervix, seeing the cervix melting and transforming any 
stagnation. Continue around the abdomen, drawing in towards the cervix from under the ribs, the sternum, 
and all the way back around to the pelvic bowl, massaging in towards the cervix and allowing her to purify 

any unwanted energy. Feel the connection between the spiritual and magnetic energies of your cervix, your 
heart, and your crown, and their capacity to purify negative energies and emotions.  


